The strongly nonlinear switching kinetics of electrochemical metallization memory (ECM) cells are investigated using an advanced 1D simulation model. It is based on the electrochemical growth and dissolution of a Ag or Cu filament within a solid thin film and accounts for nucleation effects, charge transfer, and cation drift. The model predictions are consistent with experimental switching results of a time range of 12 orders of magnitude obtained from silver iodide (AgI) based ECM cells. By analyzing the simulation results the electrochemical processes limiting the switching kinetics are revealed. This study provides new insights into the understanding of the limiting electrochemical processes determining the switching kinetics of ECM cells.
Introduction
Electrode processes and transport phenomena in nano-sized electrochemical systems are of both theoretical and practical interest for interdisciplinary research communities. The thermodynamics and the kinetics of these systems deviate from the well defined bulk properties due to microscopic and/or structural inhomogeneities modulated by space charge effects, excess surface energy and quantum effects, often combined with high electric field conditions. Such systems have been intensively studied for a variety of applications in the nanoelectronics and information technology, e.g. Redox based Resistive Switching Random Access Memory (ReRAM). 1 On the way towards further integration of memory devices the state-of-the-art Flash technology will reach its scaling limitation within the next few years. 2 ReRAM is considered as a promising alternative to conventional memory technology due to fast switching 3 and the feasibility of fabricating highly dense passive crossbar arrays. 4 Moreover, new encouraging logic 5, 6 and neuromorphic applications 7 based on resistive switches were recently suggested. Among other ReRAM systems the Electrochemical Metallization Memory (ECM) cell is an auspicious candidate for future memory devices owing to its low power consumption, 8 potential of multibit storage 9 and scalability to an almost atomic level. 10 The film stack of an ECM cell consists of solid thin film 11 [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and transport. 35, 36 This leads to several theoretical models regarding not only the fundamental processes 37, 38 but also device aspects e.g. scaling limitations, 39 programming kinetics 37, 40, 41 and multilevel switching. 9, 39, 42, 43 In the context of commercial applications, the switching speed is crucial for device operation and the same rate limiting factors e.g. interfacial processes, nucleation, transport etc. are discussed in the sense of device performance. A detailed analytical methodology for elucidation of the rate limiting step achieving atomic lateral, mass and charge resolution has been recently demonstrated and exemplarily applied to RbAg 4 I 5 based atomic switches. 44 Based on the determined kinetic parameters i.e. switching time (equivalent to the Faradaic reaction rate), the activation energies and the current-time (I-t) relaxation it has been shown that the formation of the critical nucleus is rate limiting and not the electron charge transfer or the diffusion/hopping within this system. Despite various simulation models on the switching kinetics 37, 45, 46 a complete theoretical model covering all limiting factors is yet missing.
Here we report on a 1D advanced simulation model for the switching kinetics of ECM cells during potentiostatic pulse application accounting for all factors influencing the switching kinetics.
We demonstrate that the rate limiting step changes depending on the range of applied voltages. The model predictions are compared with experimental results on (poly)crystalline silver iodide (AgI). AgI was intentionally chosen as a model system because the concentration of the Ag + ions within the electrolyte material is constant (stoichiometric material) and no chemical dissolution of silver is observed. 20 The simulation model reproduces well the experimental results of a time range of 12 orders of magnitude and clearly shows that the switching kinetics for very short pulses below 100 ns strongly depends on the particular measurement setup.
Theory and a simulation model
In order to model the switching kinetics of ECM cells the ratelimiting steps have to be identified. Depending on the electrode and electrolyte materials and also the particular thermodynamic conditions these can be (i) the nucleation process prior to filamentary growth, (ii) the electron-transfer reaction occurring at the metal/insulator interfaces, and (iii) the ionic transport within the electrolyte/insulator. 47, 48 Fig. 1 illustrates all relevant electrochemical processes involved in resistive switching. The nucleation process is related to an activation energy DG a nuc which should be added to the activation energy of the electrode reaction. The formation of the metallic filament on a foreign substrate necessarily starts with a nucleation. The new metal phase can be formed on the counter electrode or within the material, depending on the particular material and experimental conditions. The formed nucleus, which consists of an integer number of metal atoms, has to achieve a critical cluster size of N c atoms in order to permit further growth. This critical number of atoms depends on the applied voltage and thus, the nucleation contributes to the increase of the reaction overpotential (nucleation overpotential Z nuc ). It is thus difficult to formulate an expression for the switching time for a voltage sweep. Therefore, we restrict our study to voltage pulses and the nucleation time t nuc is then given by 26, 49 
Further parameters of eqn (1) are the prefactor t 0,nuc , the Boltzmann constant k B , the temperature T, the elementary charge e, the charge number z involved in the cation reduction and the charge transfer coefficient a.
The electron transfer reaction is mathematically described by the Butler-Volmer equation
and depends on the electron transfer overpotential Z et . The activation barrier DG a et is included in the exchange current density j 0,et given by
The exchange current density j 0,et depends also on the concentration c of ions at the interface and a rate constant k 0,et . The first and the second exponential terms in eqn (2) describe the oxidation and the reduction processes, respectively. For a strongly negative Z et (|Z et | c k B T/e) the reduction process predominates. Likewise, the oxidation process overweighs if Z et > 0 and |Z et | c k B T/e. The ion transport within the insulating layer and the corresponding current density can be calculated by the Mott-Gurney law:
where a is the mean ion hopping distance, f the attempt frequency, DG a hop the migration barrier height, c the ion concentration, and E the applied electric field. For low electric fields E { 2k B T/aze the ion transport depends linearly on the electric field, whereas it becomes exponentially dependent for high electric fields E > 2k B T/aze. Note that the electric field in eqn (4) is the external field and not the local Lorentz field. 50 Furthermore, the hopping distance is in the range of inter atomic distances. 51 The simulation of the switching kinetics is divided into two steps: nucleation and filamentary growth. First the nucleation time is calculated according to eqn (1) . Since the Faradaic currents are zero during nucleation the nucleation overpotential is assumed to be equal to the pulse voltage: Z nuc = V app . This approximation is valid as long as the ECM cell is highly insulating in the OFF state and the ionic current dominates. This is true for most ECM systems. When a strong leakage current is present only a part of the applied voltage drives the nucleation. The simulation procedure, however, can still be applied. The cell current during the nucleation is only covered by the electronic contributions. At time t nuc the filamentary growth starts. For the simulation of the filament growth we extend our dynamic switching model 42 to cover the nonlinear ionic current transport at high electric fields.
The equivalent circuit diagram of the simulation model is depicted in Fig. 2 . The growth is modeled by the change in the tunneling gap between the filament and the active electrode. The cylindrical filament has a lateral area A fil and a resistance R fil . The dynamic evolution of the tunneling gap is assumed to be one-dimensional and can be mathematically expressed using Faraday's law
Here, M Me denotes the atomic mass of the deposited metal and r m,Me its density. The current density j ion can be either extracted from eqn (4) i.e. hopping current or the Butler-Volmer equation (eqn (2)). For the sake of numerical simplicity, the ButlerVolmer equation is reduced to the Tafel equation, which gives a good approximation for Z c k B T/ze. 53 Note that for Z { k B T/ze the Tafel equation deviates from the Butler-Volmer equation.
The calculated currents are lower and thus the filament growth time will be overestimated. In this case different equations apply for the description of the ionic currents across the filament/insulator and active electrode/insulator interfaces. The Tafel equation in the present case reads
at the filament/insulator interface and
at the active electrode/insulator interface during the SET process. The corresponding electron transfer overpotentials are denoted Z fil and Z ac , respectively. A ac in eqn (7) gives the equivalent area at the active electrode which takes part in the redox reaction. Note that the signs of the ionic currents in eqn (6) and (7) are chosen to match the technical current direction. According to eqn (4)
results for the ion hopping current I hop , where j 0,hop = 2zecaf exp(ÀG a hop /k B T). The area A is has to be considered as equivalent area of ionic conduction within the insulation. The electric field in the insulating layer changes due to the filamentary growth and is given by E = Z hop /x. Hence, the electric field increases with decreasing tunneling gap x and the hopping current increases equivalently. The ionic current density in the ordinary differential equation (eqn (5)) can now be written as a function of one of the overpotentials Z fil , Z ac or Z hop . Here, we choose to express eqn (5) as a function of Z fil . Thus, the overpotentials Z ac and Z hop need to be rewritten as a function of Z fil . Due to charge neutrality all ionic currents are equal, i.e. I fil,SET = I ac,SET = I hop . Combining eqn (6) with eqn (7) and (8), respectively, yields the desired expressions
and
For the RESET process similar expressions for these overpotentials can be derived. As the present study covers only the SET switching kinetics they are not shown here.
As demonstrated in an earlier study the LRS state exhibits a linear I-V characteristic. 42 Thus the electron tunneling current equation for the low voltage regime according to Simmons 54 is used:
Here m eff = m r m 0 is the electron effective mass, DW 0 the effective tunneling barrier height and h Planck's constant. In contrast to the Simmons equation, we introduced the factor C to match the linear tunnel equation (eqn (11)) to the intermediate voltage range case. 54 This leads to a value of C = 2.7 for the used set of parameters. According to the equivalent circuit diagram the tunneling voltage is given by V Tu = Z ac À Z fil + Z hop . Using eqn (9) and (10) the electron tunneling current equation (eqn (11)) can thus be rewritten in terms of the overpotential Z fil . The overall cell current is calculated by the sum of the ionic current (eqn (6) ) and the tunneling current (eqn (11))
I cell = I Tu + I ion (12) and is only a function of the overpotential Z fil and the gap x. Applying Kirchhoff's law (cf. Fig. 2 ) the cell voltage reads and is also only a function of the overpotential Z fil and the gap x. In eqn (13) R S is an optional series resistance and the filament resistance is expressed by
The set of equations ( (5)- (13)) describes the dynamic behavior of the filamentary growth. The ordinary differential equation (eqn (5)) is solved numerically using an advanced Euler method. In each time step the overpotential Z fil is calculated numerically using eqn (12) or (13) under current control or voltage control, respectively. To model the current compliance during SET switching, the simulation is changed from voltage to current control as soon as the intended current compliance level is reached.
Experimental section
Silver iodide based microcrossbars were fabricated using platinized p-doped (100)-orientated silicon wafers. The Pt bottom electrodes were prepared by UV lithography and subtractive pattern transfer using a Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) tool. Silver iodide is sensitive towards many chemicals (including photoresist developer) and UV light. Thus, once AgI is deposited photolithography cannot be performed without impact on the silver iodide layer. Therefore, the pattern of the top electrodes (overlapping electrode areas between 4 mm 2 to 100 mm 2 ) was prepared directly after removal of the bottom electrode photoresist. Subsequently, AgI (Alfa Aesar, purity 99.9% metals basis) layers in the range of 20 nm to 100 nm were deposited into the top electrode pattern by thermal evaporation (0.5 nm s À1 )
in high vacuum (10 À5 mbar) followed by deposition of a 200 nm thick Ag layer by electron-beam (e-beam) evaporation (0.02 nm s À1 at 10 À6 mbar). Finally, a lift-off in acetone, isopropanol and deionized water for 5 minutes, respectively, was performed. By making use of this fabrication approach impact of UV light and photoresist developer on AgI can be excluded. Detailed information on the process steps can be found in a previous publication. 29 For voltage pulse measurements (70 mV r V app r 2 V) we used a Wavetek 100 MHz Synthesized Arbitrary Waveform Generator (model 395). Both the transient voltage signal (coupled by 50 O input impedance) as well as the current response (coupled by 1 MO input impedance) were analyzed using a Tektronix TSD 684A digital oscilloscope (1 GHz bandwidth). The input impedance for the current signal acts additionally as series resistance to limit the current in the low resistive ON state. A triaxial setup (which lowers the effective cable capacity by a factor of 10 4 to 10 5 ) and a radio frequency (RF) shielded screen room have been used for the measurement. We additionally minimized the cable length to measure transient signals within at least 10 ns and ensured by short circuit measurements that RF reflections can be neglected. Note that the OFF resistance (HRS) of AgI microcrossbars is in the range of approximately 200 MO. Hence, the voltage drop across the 1 MO input impedance during switching can be neglected. For long time voltage pulses (25 mV r V app r 100 mV) we used a Keithley 6430 Subfemto-Remote-Source meter. Instead of a series resistor the internal current compliance of the source meter has been set to I CC = 100 nA.
Results and discussion
To study the switching kinetics simulations were conducted using the presented ECM model. As excitation voltage pulses with varying amplitude V app and a rise time of t rise = 5 ns are used. The rise time is chosen according to the experimental setup (short circuit measurements). During the simulation first the nucleation time is calculated according to eqn (1). Afterwards the filament growth is simulated starting at the nucleation time. The switching time t sw is defined as the point in time, where the set current compliance level I cc is reached, i.e. I cc = 100 nA. The used model parameters are given in Table 1 . For the former voltage the nucleation time is t nuc = 2.8 ms and takes up most of the switching time t sw = 3.1 s as illustrated in Fig. 4a . During the nucleation the electron transfer overpotentials Z fil , Z ac as well as the hopping overpotential Z hop are zero. Accordingly, the filament does not grow and the tunneling gap remains constant. After nucleation the filament grows comparatively fast until the current compliance is reached. Due to the use of the Tafel equation the calculated filament growth speed is lower compared to the use of the Butler-Volmer equation. In contrast, no nucleation regime is visible in Fig. 4b , but the filamentary growth starts directly. Here, the hopping overpotential is almost zero during switching and the sum of the electron transfer overpotentials Z fil and Z ac is equal to the applied voltage. Therefore, the switching kinetics in this regime is limited by the electron transfer reactions occurring at the boundaries. The difference in the overpotentials Z fil and Z ac in Fig. 4b is related to the choice of the charge transfer coefficient a = 0.3 and the geometric asymmetry, i.e. A ac > A fil . From this it follows that Z fil > Z ac according to eqn (9) . Since the electron transfer overpotentials are constant during the voltage pulse, the tunneling gap decreases linearly. In comparison the tunneling gap decreases nonlinearly in the third regime (cf. Fig. 4c) . Still, the electron transfer overpotentials account for most of the voltage drop, but they are not constant anymore. This behavior is connected to the occurrence of a hopping overpotential. According to eqn (8) Z hop depends linearly on the tunneling gap. During filamentary growth the tunneling gap and hence the hopping overpotential decrease, while the electron transfer overpotentials in turn increase. Thus, the filament growth becomes nonlinear. When the current compliance sets in, the hopping overpotential is zero and the electron transfer reaction limits the switching speed and prevents the tunneling gap from closing completely. The electron transfer reaction is thus the most relevant process to explain multilevel states by varying tunneling gaps (cf. ref. 42) . Without this limitation the tunneling gap would always close since the ionic current increases with decreasing tunneling gap, which would lead to a faster filament growth. As both processes, electron-transfer and hopping transport, play an important role, we call this regime mixed electron-transfer hopping (mixed control) limited regime. As mentioned above the finite rise time of the applied voltage pulse can falsify the measurement of the switching kinetics. This effect is also visible in Fig. 4c . Already during the rise time the filament grows a little bit. Thus, the experiment cannot be considered a pure pulse experiment anymore. In order to study the influence of the rise time in more detail, the switching kinetics simulations for T = 298 K were performed at different rise times. As illustrated in Fig. 5 even a rise time of 1 ns influences the resulting switching kinetics whereas the simulation results for t rise = 100 ps and 10 ps coincide. In the case of a very long rise time (100 ns) an almost constant switching time matching approximately the rise time results. This means that the whole switching process takes place during the rise time, which is comparable to a sweep experiment rather than a pulse experiment.
Up to now we have discussed the switching kinetics with regard to AgI-based ECM cells. In other ECM systems depending on the electrode, electrolyte material and the thermodynamic conditions the electrochemical processes remain the same, but they may be outbalanced differently, thus changing the rate-limiting step. To investigate the switching dynamics of different systems, switching kinetics simulations were performed while varying N c , t 0,nuc , j 0,et and j 0,hop . Note that the variation of the latter three parameters is equivalent to a change in any parameter determining the constant pre-factors in eqn (1)- (3). The parameters will affect the voltage range of the three regimes, such that a regime might even vanish. Assuming a different critical number of atoms for nucleation leads to a variation of the slope in the nucleation limited regime (cf. Fig. 6a ). In agreement with eqn (1) the slope in the switching kinetics plot depends linearly on N c . Apart from that the nucleation regime broadens for lower N c . Consequently, the regime limited by the electron transfer kinetics narrows. The variation of the prefactor t 0,nuc leads to a parallel shift of the switching kinetics curve in the nucleation limited regime since t sw p t 0,nuc holds according to eqn (1) . Again, the width of the nucleation limited and in turn the electron transfer limited regimes change as shown in Fig. 6b . The results of this simulation study offer the opportunity to explain an occurring electroforming cycle in ECM cells. In contrast to AgI, in some ECM cells (e.g. for SiO 2 16 or Ta 2 O 5 14 ) the first switching voltage is higher (the initial electroforming cycle) than in the successive SET cycles. This has been attributed to the formation of preferred ionic paths in the insulating layer, which is accompanied by mechanical stress. 47 Alternatively, the higher forming voltage can be explained by additional strain energy accounting for necessarily breaking of electrodeelectrolyte bonding in order to form the critical nucleus. 25 Hence, an additional energy barrier has to be overcome. Both effects were unified and modeled by multiplication of an additional activation energy term exp(DG a form /k B T) according to eqn (1), which is equivalent to an increase of t 0,nuc . So for the initial cycle the switching kinetics curve would be shifted to slower switching times and the switching voltage is increased. In the following cycles the multiplication factor is 1 and V sw is lower.
In Fig. 6c the influence of the exchange current density on the switching kinetics is illustrated. Due to the linear dependence of the ionic current on the exchange current density the switching time is inversely proportional according to t sw p j 0,et À1 . With lower exchange current density the electron transfer limited regime broadens whereas it narrows for higher exchange current densities. This dependence, however, is superimposed by the influence of the rise time if j 0,hop > 1.1 Â 10 11 A m À2 . For lower values of j 0,hop the mixed regime extends more into the electron transfer regime, which might finally become not observable. It should be noted that a variation of the charge transfer coefficient a would lead to variation of the slope in the electron transfer limited as well as the nucleation limited regime according to eqn (1)-(3) in analogy to the change in N c . Equivalently, it is supposed that changing the hopping distance a or the charge number z will lead to variation of the slope in the mixed regime. But this could not be clearly observed in simulations due to complex interaction between the limiting process (electron transfer) and ion hopping transport. In addition, the finite rise time again influences the switching kinetics in the corresponding time regime. This limitation may eventually mask the limiting physically process, which allows faster switching times.
Conclusions
We presented an advanced model for the switching kinetics of ECM cells accounting for all relevant rate limiting processes under variable experimental conditions. The model was exemplarily applied to AgI-based ECM cells showing a full compatibility of theoretical and experimental data. Based on our results we conclude the following:
(1) The analysis of the simulation data revealed the presence of three different regimes in the switching kinetics of AgI-based ECM cells: the nucleation limited regime, the electron transfer limited regime and the mixed electron transfer ion hopping limited regime.
(2) The influence of the physical parameters on the switching kinetics has been critically discussed. Depending on the parameter values the processes limiting the switching kinetics change. As a result the voltage ranges of the regimes might vary or even less than three regimes might be observed in experiment.
(3) Based on the simulation results a possible explanation for the electroforming event was presented. The formation of preferred ionic paths in the insulating layer accompanied by mechanical stress or additional strain energy accounting for necessarily breaking of electrode-electrolyte bonding in order to form the critical nucleus results in an additional energy barrier that has to be overcome. This results in an increased switching voltage for the initial electroforming cycle.
(4) The analyses of the time-dependent overpotentials revealed that the electron transfer reaction limits the kinetics when the current compliance is reached. The electron transfer reaction is thus the most relevant process to explain multilevel states by varying tunneling gaps.
(5) It is shown that the measurement setup, e.g. a finite rise time, can influence the switching kinetics dramatically at corresponding switching times. Thus, analyses of the experimental data in this regime assuming a pure pulse experiment lead to a misinterpretation.
This demonstrates the wide applicability of the derived switching model.
